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Those aliens try to get

in Ripley's face again.
The Aliens are alive, well, and salivat-

ing. And once Ripley crash-lands on Fury

(Fiorina) 161, a maximum security work

prison which is all but deserted, the

human vs. Alien action begins once

again in earnest.

Ripley was returning to Earth in hyper-

sleep aboard the Sulaco when it malfunc-

tioned and jettisoned the emergency

escape vehicle containing the crew's cry-

otubes. As the only human Sulaco sur-

vivor, Ripley is horrified to discover that a

queen alien is spawning hundreds of

flesh-eating offspring. The aliens have

kidnapped the entire population of Fury

161 and are using the prisoners as grow-

ing hosts.

Ripley must stop the aliens, now and

forever, before the Weyland-Yutani ship

sent by the evil and mysterious "Corpora-

tion" arrives and gives the aliens a

chance to escape and infest other

worlds. The Corporation has plans on

taking a specimen of this vicious species

alive and bringing it back to Earth where

it can, they hope, be transformed into

the ultimate military weapon
Alien 3 gives the player three objec-

tives, free prisoners trapped in alien

cocoons; eliminate alien offspring infest-

ing Fury 161, and destroy the nesting

queen alien, who is hiding in the bowels

of the prison These objectives are met

in a series of eight mission scenarios

ranging from Hunt or Be Hunted to Total

Control.

Ripley's arsenal includes a standard

issue pulse rifle (machine gun), a

grenade launcher and a flame thrower

She also has a motion tracker, which

senses movement, and a blowtorch, for

repairing pipes and wiring, as well as

sealing doors. The game screen displays

both the current weapon and the remain-

ing ammunition. Ripley gathers addition-

al ammo and first aid kits as she

explores and secures Fury 161.

An addition to the SNES version are

the computer terminal posts. Terminal

posts help Ripley monitor her progress

through the rooms, corridors and ventila-

tion ducts, and provide blueprints for the

relevant areas of the Fury 161. These

blueprints display the location of human
prisoners as green dots. This advantage

decreases the amount of time spent

blindly hunting for prisoners and gives

the game an additional strategic compo-

nent which greatly enriches play

The game options permit the gamer to

choose from among easy, normal, or

hard levels of difficulty, as well as decide

whether the sound should be in stereo or

mono. The Continue command permits

the player to start at a password protect-

ed level

The graphics and sound are phenome-

nal. The visual presentation transforms

Alien 3 from a standard horizontal/verti-

cal scrolling action game to a work of art.

The opening sequences have a powerful

cinematic quality as they relate the back-

ground information The game graphics

maintain and enhance the game beyond

the standard two-dimensional quality.

All varieties of Aliens, from nascent

face-huggers to the obscenely beautiful

queen, are alive and on the prowl

through the dismal environment of Fury

161. Although this deviates from the plot

of the actual film, it enhances the game-

playing experience immeasurably

Guide Ripley through the prison colony

to seek out and destroy the alien horde.

The music begins with the same
sparse metallic tones as the film and

maintains the dark foreboding melody

throughout the game The sound effects

range from machine gun fire to Ripley

dying and can be cycled through at the

beginning of the game. The sound

effects enhance the quality of the game
by not only making it more realistic but

also by adding to the film-like quality with

the sound effects overriding the back-

ground music.

Alien 3's payability level is extremely

high. The drive and obsession to destroy

aliens will keep an avid action gamer
playing. The desire to utilize all of the

weapons in the arsenal combined with

the ease of the interface aid in keeping a

player enraptured. The use of terminals

changes the SNES version into a strate-

gy game that improves upon the already-

excellent Genesis version.
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